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[–]  QuickMafs  12 points (+12|-0 ) 18 hours ago 

Why are we worrying about mosquitoes when we’ve still got so
many Jews everywhere
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[–]  lord_nougat  4 points (+4|-0 ) 17 hours ago 

Jews are a slightly more complex life form. Baby steps!
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[–]  Rotteuxx  8 points (+8|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

Excuses.
Gas War Now ! Race the Kikes !
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[–]  Seventh_Jim  1 points (+1|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

Closely related though. Hopefully this scales up.
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[–]  HillBoulder  2 points (+2|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

Voat is a riot
Something sciencey

You forgot about jews asshole.
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[–]  ChosenUndead  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.3 hours ago 

Asking the important questions.
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[–]  Dial_Indicator  5 points (+6|-1 ) 19 hours ago 

As much as I fucking hate the little buzzing cock suckers... they
are big source of food for bats.... and bats kick ass
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[–]  Inaminit  5 points (+5|-0 ) 18 hours ago 

Not just bats... They spend most of their lives in water.
permalink    parent

[–]  Dial_Indicator  0 points (+1|-1 ) 18 hours ago 

I assume you mean larve, yeah you be right countletless ....
I typical bat can eat up to over 1000k mosquitoes per
HOUR.
I've been thinking on for quite awhile to make bat houses
etc and giving them away and teaching people how to use
them.
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[–]  samy90a44  [S] 5 points (+5|-0 ) 19 hours ago 

What is truly SCARY is how long before the develop a mosquito
which can carry a Genetic Mutation that sterilizes PEOPLE also?
Mosquitoes are the biggest vector or carrier of disease next to
flies. Would not be too hard for these Eugenics loving Leaders
develop something to De-Population large swaths of people in
their quest to 'Save the Planet'? I see this as a slippery slope.
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[–]  barraccuda  3 points (+3|-0 ) 18 hours ago 

Eugenics is great. We should be butchering unproductive
degenerates and sterilizing the ones we can keep alive for
labor.That said, I doubt you realize that you are in a
eugenic/dysgenic system regardless of whether or not
humans take control of it.
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What do you think the Zika outbreak was?
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[–]  Dial_Indicator  0 points (+0|-0 ) 19 hours ago 

they have already release that they researching vaccines...
this means they can do it.
permalink    parent

[–]  Inaminit  2 points (+2|-0 ) 18 hours ago 

Not good news for another pollinator...
permalink

[–]  Neon_Scrotum  1 points (+1|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

The overpopulation problem may just have a solution in the near
future, and no, I'm not talking about mosquitoes.
permalink

[–]  Guy_Justsome  1 points (+1|-0 ) 17 hours ago 

And because of the Endangered Species Act, the U.S. will
become the last habitat and refuge for Anopheles gambiae.
Move over, China, it's our turn to be the filthy disease-pot anus
of the world.
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[–]  samy90a44  [S] 1 points (+1|-0 ) 17 hours ago 

Frightening prospect.
permalink    parent

[–]  Neinlife  0 points (+0|-0 ) 6.4 hours ago 

Now we will have giant mutant mosquitoes that are immune to
poison.
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[–]  ADaniels  0 points (+0|-0 ) 7.2 hours ago  (edited 7.2 hours ago)
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And (((Bill Gates))) owns the mosquito breeding company!!!
Think about that! Mass sterilization?!? His Parents FOUNDED
planned parenthood ffs wake up!
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[–]  ArsCortica  0 points (+0|-0 ) 8.8 hours ago 

I hate mosquitos like the plague, but every time science comes
up with means to kill off one particular pest,the method either
proves to be useless, or only produces another (often even
larger) problem.
Not to speak of the food chain issues other goats already
brought up.
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[–]  GoldShekelSteinBerg  0 points (+0|-0 ) 11.1 hours ago 

I wish they would stop trying to help the niggers, nature is trying
to get rid of them, still we keep feeding the rats and cure their
illnesses.
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[–]  hyperesthesia  0 points (+0|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

just developed

Does no one remember this story in 2010-2011? They already
found a way to kill off mosquitoes:
http://www.pnas.org/content/108/12/4772
permalink
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